
CHEMPASS’AI TOOLBOX EXAMPLES

1. Lead decomposition and synthesizable analog generation via synthetic routes: Ibersartan analog design via a

4-step synthesis sequence in SynSpace API:

Analog selection by multiple similarity methods, bioisosteres and substructures: >90K analogs generated

before property filtration

2. Scaffold analoging and scaffold hopping design using Sildenafil:

>10 reasonable scaffold analogs design including the framework of Vardenafil and a few scaffolds with IP

freedom (not shown).

SynSpace: 2 x 1 x 2 x 3 reactions mixed
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CHEMPASS’AI PLATFORM: A complete solution - combination of in silico scaffold hopping and lead derivatization AND virtual elaboration of med-chem team ideas

AI-SUPPORTED LEAD DISCOVERY

It has been shown that if the selection of the synthetic targets in lead optimization cycles is supported by

computational methods, the number of compounds synthesized as well as the cycle time for each iteration can

be significantly reduced. Effective lead optimization and AI-driven drug discovery platforms need lead analog

idea sets including scaffold and side-chain variations with synthetic feasibility assessment. Deep and machine

learning techniques require a large set of positive and negative data for training but reliable negative data in

organic synthesis is almost not existent leading to false positive predictions. If synthesis is not or not reliably

incorporated into the design, it can be feared that AI-supported lead optimization will be hampered by

increasing laboratory synthesis time that may become a critical bottleneck.

ChemPass has developed a rule-based AI technology, called SynSpace for the design of synthetically enabled

scaffolds and lead analogs to accelerate medicinal chemistry. We have also been developing an automated

lead analysis toolbox that can automatically carry out lead analysis, lead analogue design and scaffold

hopping thereby offering small or large sets of novel and project specific lead-like structures to advanced AI

platforms for selection (to complement ideas coming from the med-chem team). Our tools eliminate synthesis

concerns with computer-generated ideas because all designs are overseen by ChemPass’ synthesis know-how

database.

Ref: see poster #69: Expanding the medicinal chemistry synthetic toolbox, https://doi.org/10.1038/nrd.2018.116
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SYNTHETICALLY-ENABLED SCAFFOLD AND LEAD ANALOGUE SPACE FOR 

MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY AND AI-DRIVEN DRUG DISCOVERY

CHEMPASS DESIGN PLATFORM: SYNSPACE SOFTWARE AND ASSOCIATED TOOLS

SUMMARY

SynSpace: ChemPass has developed a revolutionary new cloud-based software, SynSpace to

assist organic and medicinal chemists in ideation for scaffold design, scaffold variation design,

patent busting, hit or lead analog design and any other design tasks. All designs are generated

based on organic synthesis know-how and therefore all suggestions come with proposed

synthetic routes.

AI-driven lead discovery: ChemPass’ emerging toolkit along with SynSpace provides automatic

idea generation for lead series inclusive of synthetically-enabled lead analog libraries and scaffold

analog libraries that feed advanced AI selection algorithms that are based on QSAR, deep

learning models and other modelling results. ChemPass is currently in discussion with expert

partner companies to bring the described AI-driven discovery platform to the market.

SynSpace/SynSpace API are available via collaboration or as a software license.

Contact, request a demo: gergely.makara@chempassltd.com

SYNSPACE SOFTWARE EXAMPLE: SCAFFOLD HOPPING / PATENT BUSTING

Objective: 5-HT modulator tricyclic pyrrolidine scaffold analog design using reagents that would be on the shelf in

the research group working on the patented project (US 2016/0096851 A1).

2-step and 3-step sequences provide a few hundred synthetically enabled novel scaffold ideas for evaluation by

medicinal chemists to initiate scaffold hopping or to get around the patented scaffold.

sketch or upload reagents

add wanted

tricyclic filter remove patented

pyrrolidine motifs

select property

and cost filters

and press Start

>150 scaffold analogs

with properties and

synthetic schemes

Refilter 

results

synthesis scheme

for every analog

Vardenafil template and 
3 novel templates included

Scaffold extraction
and analysis

H-bond pattern
Ring sizes
Aromaticity

Query builder 
with user options

Keep/change H-bond pattern
Keep/change ring sizes
Keep/change aromaticity

SynSpace design with filters

Substructure
Similarity
Bioisosteres
Properties

Hit/Lead Series

Sildenafil

SynScope
Enumerator

Rapid enumeration
of large virtual analog
sets (2 million/s/CPU)

SYNSPACE Software for Med-chem
Scaffold, scaffold analog, lead 
analog design by chemists and 
cheminformaticians

Lead discovery project support 

CHEMPASS AI PLATFORM
• SYNSPACE/SYNSCOPE API
• Other AI tools 
Automated synthetically enabled 
lead analog, scaffold hopping and 
virtual library design from available 
reagents

Machine learning platform support 

Deep learning, AI-driven 
drug discovery

Reduce cycle time

Expand idea space
CHEMPASS
AI DESIGN

TECHNOLOGY

Med-chem team ideas with synthetic validation

Unified CP workflow 2: Lead decomposition and synthesizable analog generation via synthetic routes

Unified CP workflow 1: Scaffold analoging and scaffold hopping tools are composed of 4 elements

QSAR and deep learning models, 

text mining, docking etc.

Strategic Expert Partners

Synthesis Biology Project
data

Next design cycle

Scaffold extraction,

analysis and query 

builder for SynSpace

SynSpace design,

filters and FTO

verification 

SynSpace structure and property filter settings

Reduced cycle time
No synthetic bottleneck!

LEAD OPTIMIZATION SUPPORT

SynSpace can effectively accelerate all optimization tasks including scaffold hopping, key building block replacement and full evaluation of chemical space around a substitution point.

Scaffold hopping, key building block replacement process with SynSpace: Substituent design, full evaluation of chemical space around a substitution point with SynSpace:

Step-1: Exact substituent structure

• Find commercial reagents with reactive FG

• Design reagents with synthetic handles

Step-2: Exact substituent on new scaffolds

• Design new scaffolds with opposite 

synthetic handle

• Generate final lead analogs

Step-1: Exact scaffold structure

• Find commercial scaffolds with reactive FG

• Design scaffolds with synthetic handles

Step-2: Exact scaffold, new substitutions

• Design substituents via multistep reactions

• Property and pharmacophore filtration

Step-2
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